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We read with interest of the letter to the editor by Dr. 
Krauthammer. We appreciate the author for sharing his 
experiences in melanoma genome research, especially 
his insights into different melanoma subtypes. Primary 
malignant melanoma of esophagus (PMME) is subtype 
of mucosal melanoma, just like other subtypes of mucosal 
melanoma, it was difficult to make sure whether it was 
a primary mucosal melanoma or a metastasis site which 
originated from a cutaneous site. Sometimes, the original 
primary melanoma may be disappeared or hard to be 
identified. Mutation signature profiling could provide 
hints to infer what a tumor may experience during its 
carcinogenic process. In our reported PMME case, a 
smoking related signature (C>A preference) was found to 
be the main mutation signature, rather than C>T mutation 
which is related to UV exposure and found to be ubiquitous 
in UV caused melanoma. In two recent published studies, 
oral melanoma genome present both C>A and C>T 
mutation spectrum (1), anal and vulvar melanoma show 
a non-descript profile (2), which reflect that oral and 
esophagus melanoma may experience similar carcinogenesis 
process caused by similar inducer. As the C>A signature was 
defined as a result of smoking, it is difficult to explain why 
it appeared in non-smoker’s genome. We use multiregional 
method to analysis the potential evolution history of this 
PMME case, and interestingly, we found that the C>T and 
C>A signature dominated in different tumor evolutionary 
stages. Most truck mutations had C>T transitions while 
branch mutations prefer C>A transition. Based on this fact, 
we could not build a relationship with lung cancer although 

it also posed a KRASG13D mutation. Furthermore, there is 
possibility that this “primary esophagus site” may be a result 
of cutaneous melanoma metastasis from somewhere in the 
body, because the initial mutation signature is C>T. C>T 
transition at CpG sites may also be caused by spontaneous 
deamination of 5-methyl-cytosine, which increased with 
age (3,4). However, as Dr. Krauthammer suggested, it needs 
to take together oral and esophagus melanoma to figure out 
whether they had distinct molecular features from other 
melanoma or even other mucosal melanoma. 

We agree with Dr. Krauthammer that this PMME case 
may heavily disordered in MAPK pathway. BRAFH574Q is 
not a typical BRAFV600E which is a hot spot mutation in skin 
melanoma, but recently study have proved this site to be a 
drug sensitive mutation. KRAS mutation is seldom reported 
in cutaneous melanoma, however, in limited reported 
PMME cases, there was a case with KRASG12S mutation (5).  
NF1L626I is predicted as a benign mutation, and it only 
presented in the clade2, so whether it is as important in 
PMME as in cutaneous melanoma is not clear yet. BRAF 
and NRAS gene aberration are significant drive gene and 
in cutaneous melanoma but distributed mutually exclusive, 
while NF1 was identified as a third melanoma class (6). 
Respected upon above facts, although this PMME case 
presents distinct BRAF, RAS and NF1 point mutations, it is 
still having some cutaneous melanoma features. 

With more mucosal melanoma samples sequenced, it is 
important to combine data from each individual study and 
refine the genomic landscape of this minority melanoma. By 
comparative analysis inside and outside subtypes of mucosal 
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Li et al. PMME exhibits both cutaneous and mucosal genetic features

melanoma, we could understand the genetic essence of 
melanoma and translate them to melanoma precision 
medicine. 
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